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For more than fifteen years, Robin Sharma has quietly shared with Fortune 500 companies and many super-rich success formulas that have made him one of the world's most sought-after leadership advisers. Now, for the first time, Sharma is sharing her own process with you, so you can get to your absolute best by helping your organization break through
to a dramatically new level of winning in these wildly uncertain times. In The Leader Who Had No Title, you will learn: How to work and influence people like a superstar, regardless of the position recognition method, and then seize opportunities in times of profound change Real secrets of intense innovation Instant strategy to build a great team and become a
wow merchant with hard-hitting tactics clients to become mentally strong and physically tough enough to lead your real-world field of ways to overcome stress , build an unrivalled mindset, unleash energy and balance your personal life No matter what you do in your organization and the current circumstances of your life, the most important fact is that you
have the right to show leadership. Wherever you are in your career or life, you should always play to your peak skills. This book shows how to claim astonishing power as well as transform your life – and the world around you – into a process. Price: ♡ 616.00 (as of November 28, 2020 12:04:54 UTC - Details)A leader who had no titlep&gt; Leader who had
no title is a motivational novel written by one of the most respected leadership experts Robin Sharma. Talking about all those leaders who were not honored in their conventional field, but their ideologies certainly proved otherwise, is the subject around which the book was written. Pointing out that anyone can be a leader, this book is written in a business fairy
tale style, making it even more interesting and engaging. Focused on Blake and his conversations with four unconventional leaders, each conversation chooses several important and basic principles that will help ordinary people become a true leader and achieve positions in their organizations. The book is aimed at product managers and smeone, who
wants to improve their leadership skills, gives a brief insight into leadership styles, and also increases the ability to understand the difference between where you stand as a leader. Pointing out what you essentially need in your mandate to excel, both personal and professional life, this is the kind of self-help book that quintessence speaks of achieving
success in life. About the author: Robin Sharma: Bestselling Author of The Monk Who Sold His Ferrari is an International Leadership Professional Guru who is credited with writing 15 books on leadership. people to a better life drawing inspiration from one's own life experiences and others. A leader who didn't have a title, The Greatness Guide and The Saint,
a Leader Who Didn't Have a Title and The Saint are among his best books. He heads Sharma Leadership International Inc., a company that trains people in leadership. A former court lawyer, Robin holds a law degree from Dalhousie Law School, Canada. &lt;p the= greatness= guidep=&gt;Realize Your Genius + Optimize Your Life The Greatness Guide is
an extremely powerful and extremely practical manual that will inspire you to be world class in both your personal and professional life. Written by Robin Sharma, one of the planet's best success coaches and a man whose ideas have been adopted by celebrity CEOs, leading entrepreneurs, rock stars and the royal family, as well as by many Fortune 500
companies, this book contains a proven formula that will help you fulfill your highest potential and live an extraordinary life. Discover: ■ Personal practices of spectacularly successful people ■ Strong ideas to make your organization great ■ Concrete strategies to turn failures into opportunities ■ Revolutionary tactics for peak performance ■ How to attract real
wealth with real happiness ■ Groundbreaking ideas for generating excellent health and energy explosion ■ Tools for work-life balance and ways to experience much more funto continue processing it. A similar idea to learning to invest with the (original) Wealthy Hairdresser.Things I want to remember:You Need No Title to Be a Leader: 5 rules - IMAGE
(Innovation, The Deeper Your Leaders, the Stronger Your Leadership - HUMAN (Helpfulness, Understanding , Mingle, Amuse, Nurture)To become a great leader , first become a great man - SHINE (See clearly, Health is wealth, Inspiration matters, Neglect not family, Raise your lifestyle) ... more Leader who did not have a title: A modern fairy tale about real
success in business and life. For more than fifteen years, Robin Sharma has quietly shared with Fortune 500 companies... more on Congo RatyOr Buy it from Congo (0) Be the first, to review Add to wish listSearch for similar items Price: ♡ 558.00 (as of November 27, 2020 1600:06:22 UTC - Details)A leader who did not have a Titlep&gt; Leader who did not
have a title is an incentive novel written by one of the most respected leadership experts Robin Sharma. Talking about all those leaders who were not honored in their conventional field, but their ideologies certainly proved otherwise, is the subject around which the book was written. Pointing out that anyone can be a leader, this book is written in a business
fairy tale style, making it even more interesting and engaging. Focused on Blake and his conversations with four unconventional leaders, each conversation chooses several important and basic principles that will help ordinary people become a true leader and achieve positions in their organizations. The book is aimed at product managers and smeone, who
wants to improve their leadership skills, gives a brief insight into leadership styles, and also increases the ability to understand the difference between where you stand as a leader. Pointing out what you essentially need in your mandate to excel, both personal and professional life, this is the kind of self-help book that quintessence speaks of achieving
success in life. About the author: Robin Sharma: Bestselling Author of The Monk Who Sold His Ferrari is an International Leadership Professional Guru who is credited with writing 15 books on leadership. He led people to a better life, drawing inspiration from their own life experiences and others. A leader who didn't have a title, The Greatness Guide and
The Saint, a Leader Who Didn't Have a Title and The Saint are among his best books. He heads Sharma Leadership International Inc., a company that trains people in leadership. A former court lawyer, Robin holds a law degree from Dalhousie Law School, Canada. &lt;p who= will= cry= when= you= The monk who sold your Ferrari Do you feel that life is
slipping so fast that you can never get the chance to live with the sense, happiness and joy you know you deserve? If so, this book will be the guiding light that leads to a brilliant new way of life. In this easy-to-read manual, but rich in wisdom, the author offers 101 simple solutions to the most complex problems in life, from a little-known method of overcoming
stress and worry to a powerful way to enjoy a journey while creating a legacy that lasts. When you were born, you cried when the world rejoiced. Live your life in such a way that when you die, the world cries when you rejoice. Ancient Sanskrit Speaking&lt;/p Family WisdomW pages this remarkable book, acclaimed author of the global publishing sensation
Monk, who sold his Ferrari and world-renowned leadership guru Robin Sharma reveals a simple but strikingly effective system that shows you how to unleash this natural leadership potential of your child by creating a richer, more rewarding life for yourself in the process. With deep insight and sincere enthusiasm, Robin Sharma teaches 5 championships of
family leader, as well as practical lessons that will help you: Unlock the best talents and highest skills of your child, Deepen the relationship between you and those you love, Inspire your children to be strong and wise mind, teach your children how to dream big dreams and find true success, restore balance back to your life and live with greater simplicity, joy
and peace, return to what is most important in life and enjoy its gifts. Gifts.
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